
The online marketplace isn’t just competitive. It’s in a constant state of evolution. 

What was working yesterday might not work tomorrow, so online retailers need 

to pay close attention to the trends to stay competitive. Here are nine common 

eCommerce mistakes that you should definitely avoid with your online store to 

stay competitive in your industry.

1  Your Mobile eCommerce Website Turns Customers Away

In today’s market, more and more people do their online shopping on their mobile devices. As a result, 

companies that don’t offer a user-friendly mobile website are going to miss out on potential business. A 

website that might look great on a 22-inch monitor might look terribly disproportionate and confusing 

on a phone or a tablet – make sure you don’t let that happen to your eCommerce store.
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2  Your eCommerce Store Has a Shortage of Quality Content

Quality content is defined in several ways, but all of them are important to your website. You need to 

include content on your eCommerce website on your landing page, your product pages and even your 

blog that increases your SEO, but you also need to make sure that your content is valuable to your 

customers. If they come to your product page or your blog looking for information, you’d better make 

sure it’s there. 

3  You Haven’t Differentiated the Image of Your Online Business

Online competition is very stiff. If you don’t differentiate your products or services, you’ll be selling a 

commodity in a saturated market. You’ll need to find out what value defines your products. Then you’ll 

not only need to pass that along to your customers, but you’ll also need to communicate it with them. 

Part of this is your content marketing, the other part is your brand image and how that’s incorporated 

into your website design. 

4  Your Pages Show Generic Categories with Unoriginal Descriptions

Many websites use manufacturer descriptions of their products or include duplicate information. 

This is a bad practice on several fronts. On one, it damages your SEO, and on the other, it appears 

untrustworthy to customers and fails to provide additional value. Include colorful, valuable, even 

personal product information on product and category pages. It’s a golden, often overlooked chance to 

help you generate traffic but it will be valuable to your customers. After all, you are the product expert, so 

let them know what’s special about your goods. 



5  Your Checkout Process is Lengthy, Confusing or Complex

This is one facet of your site design, and one of those that can really make or break an eCommerce site. 

Once a customer has decided to make a purchase on your site, you’re in luck, but a poorly designed 

checkout process can wreck all that. Too many steps, too many fields, redundant information and 

an excess of pages to navigate through can all turn off customers or even result in shopping cart 

abandonment. 

6  Contact Information is Hard to Find on Your eCommerce Website 

Customer service is one serious underdeveloped aspect of eCommerce, and many times it’s the only 

thing that really differentiates a business from its competition. The difference between good and bad 

customer service can and does cost companies sales. Make sure you make it easy for customers to see 

your contact information on your landing page. Invite multiple channels for communication and be 

responsive. 

7  You Don’t Have Valuable Information about Your Company  
or Business Model 

Here’s another critical element of site design that’s tied to customer experience and customer service. 

If a customer has gotten to your site, there’s a high likelihood that they’re going to check out your 

“About Us” or “Company History” page while they’re there. If you haven’t included realistic, personable 

information about your company and how, why and what you do, you’ve just let potential trust out the 

window. It also results in a bare looking website that is less attractive to customers and more likely to 

result in a bounce. 

8  Your eCommerce Website Offers a Poor User Experience

A poor user experience stems from many things, including but in no way limited to the issues explored 

above. It really doesn’t matter what you sell or offer if customers come to your site and can’t stand using 

it. If they don’t like it or it’s difficult to use, they’ll leave.
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There are several common factors that can make a site less than customer friendly.  A cluttered, 

confusing layout or design with too many unclear images and blocks of text without categorization or 

context will turn customers away quickly. If your site is too slow, that will send prospective customers 

packing too. On average, customers will tolerate just a hair more than two seconds before turning tail. 

A complex navigational layout is another pervasive problem for many web stores – the layout of the site 

should be simple and customers should easily be able to find what they’re looking for. If any of these 

factors affect your site – slow load speeds, confusing layout or difficult navigation, your site will be seen 

as untrustworthy by prospective customers and you might very well lose business. 

9  You Haven’t Chosen the Right eCommerce Platform for Your  
Online Store

This is probably the ultimate mistake to avoid when you are operating an online business. If you’ve 

chosen the wrong platform, you’re going to run into any or all of the issues outlined in this article. You 

must make sure that you choose a reliable platform with as much uptime as possible, that offers you 

customizability in your design for an attractive, useable design, and one that is scalable and can grow 

with your organization as product lines broaden and sales increase. It’s one of the most important 

choices you can make in eCommerce, so make it wisely. 

Whether you’re facing a few or all of the issues explored in this article, it can help immensely to turn to 

the resources of an experienced and capable Digital Agency with a history of solving these problems. 

A Digital Agency can help you tackle many of these issues so you can focus on getting back down to 

business. 1Digital Agency offers custom design and development for industry-leading platforms like 

Shopify and BigCommerce, original content marketing and creation, Search Engine Optimization 

services and more. Give us a call today at 888-982-8269 or contact us at info@1DigitalAgency.com to 

speak with a representative and get started taking advantage of these services. 

Partnered with the best and a process that gets it done.
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OUR PORTFOLIO GET STARTED

Partnering with platforms like BigCommerce & 

Shopify Plus allow us to help our clients scale their 

eCommerce businesses with custom eCommerce 

solutions. We’ve designed hundreds of beautiful 

eCommerce stores for satisfied clients. Each new 

project carves, shapes and tweaks our process for 

the better. We’re constantly developing new ways 

to identify and eliminate anything that causes 

delays, creates confusion, misinterprets ideas, or 

adds expense – anything that puts your absolute 

satisfaction at risk. And more importantly, we’re 

constantly pushing the envelope on eCommerce web 

design language with user behavior to ultimately 

drive higher conversion and customer satisfaction. 

We’re experts when it comes to eCommerce website 

design & eCommerce user experience.
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